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     Black/Matrix Cross (PlayStation) 
     Hidden Commands (Version 1.2 - Text Version) 

     Current Update: Tuesday, 23 April 2002 
     Previous Update: Sunday, 14 April 2002 
     Created: Thursday, 21 March 2002 

     By Don "Gamera" Chan (crs1219@hotmail.com + ICQ 3522863) 

     Note: I don't have this game or a PlayStation, 
     thus I can't verify these hidden commands. 

     (I typed up this file as a "fan service" for the 
     Aoni Pro seiyuu fans out there.) 
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"Setsunasa!" (*1) 

     Disclaimer: I send the newest version of this file 
to only six Websites: 
     - http://www.gamefaqs.com/computer/doswin/game/22599.html 
     - http://vgstrategies.about.com/ 
     - http://DLH.Net/ 
     - http://www.gamesover.com/ 
     - http://www.cheathappens.com/ 
     - http://gameguru.box.sk/cheat.php3?cheat=4787 
     If you downloaded or read this file at other 
Websites, the SysOps of the other Websites probably 
leeched it from one of the above Websites. 

     Nota: Mande la ultima version de este archivo solamente 
a seis Paginas de Internet: 
     - http://www.gamefaqs.com/console/psx/game/30205.html 
     - http://vgstrategies.about.com/ 
     - http://DLH.Net/ 
     - http://www.psxcodez.com/ 
     - http://www.gamesover.com/ 
     - http://gameguru.box.sk/cheat.php3?cheat=4787 
     Si bajas este archivo o lo lees en otra Pagina de 
Internet, el dueno de esa otra Pagina probablemente lo 
tomo sin permiso de alguna de las de arriba. 

1.   ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

     Thanks to these sierra hotel persons/organisations: 
     - Jean-Luc Barbera of France, for the English 
translation of the NOIR foreword. 
     - Maruri of Japan, for B/M Cross hidden commands. 
     - Tania Chabert and Marcia Chabert of Mexico, for the 



Spanish translation of the Disclaimer. (After all, Canada 
and Mexico are members of NAFTA (North America Free Trade 
Agreement).) 
     - Niu and other B/M fans and players in the B/M message 
boards in GameFAQs.com, for Q&A. 

     (Social democracy in action.) 

     "Le noir, ce mot designe depuis une epoque lointaine le 
nom du destin. 
     "Les deux vierges regnent sur la mort. 
     "Les mains noires protegent la paix des nouveaux-nes." 
     - NOIR (TV: 2001) 

2.   HIDDEN COMMANDS 

     *Yaoi alert! Run for your lives!* 

   - Unlock Master Zero. 

     Begin a New Game. Difficulty can be Normal or Advance. 
     After the demo movie, and while the game is saying 
"Anata no Goshujinsama wo erande kudasai" ("Please choose 
your Mistress"), press L1, R1, L2, R2, Start. 
     When successful, Master Zero appears amongst the 
Goshujinsama list. 

   - Hear Master Zero. 

     As above, but press Square, Triangle, Cross, Circle, 
Start. 
     When successful, the player can hear Master Zero's 
voice, but he doesn't appear amongst the Goshujinsama list. 

     *Flame-bait alert!* 

   - Recruit Zero. 

     When the player can't or doesn't unlock Master Zero, 
Master Zero can still appear in the game and join Abel's 
cause. 
     Begin a New Game. Don't choose Mistress Courreges (CV: 
Shimakata Junko) or Master Zero as Abel's Goshujinsama. 
Abel has to recruit Courreges before he can recruit Zero. 
     In Chapter 4, choose "Gomen. Saki wo isogu kara." 
     In Battle 1, to recruit Courreges (alias Oscar), i) 
don't kill Oscar; ii) kill the bandit leader; iii) don't 
kill more than three bandits; and iv) don't damage any 
slave. 
     To recruit Zero, make sure Oscar is the only female 
chara when fighting Zero. Then he'll join after the battle. 

     OTOH, if the player chooses "Sou dane! Sou shiyou.", 
Abel can recruit Domina (CV: Hidaka Noriko) and Michette 
(CV: Miyamura Yuuko, alias Maki, the former adult video 
actress). 

     (Amongst Abel's Mistresses' CV, I like Shimakata Junko 
and Yamazaki Wakana because they voiced Katou Mika chan and 
Yokoyama Megumi san, respectively, in the Sotsugyou series.) 



   - Unlock Master Zero's Diaries. 

     (I don't know if Abel can still unlock these diaries if 
his Goshujinsama isn't Master Zero?) 

     Diary 1 

     Location: The shelf beside the fireplace. 
     Condition: During spring to summer, while fishing, 
catch a Nushi. 
     Or, during summer to autumn, while in the field, 
perfectly cut 15 logs or plants. 

     Diary 2 

     Location: The box or chest beside the bedroom. 
     Condition: During spring, while cleaning, perfectly hit 
the number of mice. 
     Or, while cooking, remaining time is 3+ seconds. 

     Diary 3 

     Location: The shelf beside the broom. 
     Condition: During autumn, while in the field, hit 60+ 
moles. 

     Diary 4 

     Location: The box or chest in front of the bookshelf, 
bottommost in the screen. 
     Condition: While washing, remaining time is 5+ seconds. 

     Diary 5 

     Location: The master's bed. 
     Condition: While hunting, catch the fox that wears 
clothes. 

3.   LINKS

   - http://www.webring.ne.jp/cgi-bin/webring?ring=blamatring;list 
     The Black/Matrix (Web) Ring... But most of the 
registered B/M fan pages seem to be "Zero X Abel"... (>_<) 

   - http://www.flight-plan.co.jp/ 
     The Flight Plan HP. Flight Plan is the maker of the B/M 
series and the Summon Night series. 

   - http://www.linkclub.or.jp/~machsoul/ 
     Dance Macabre, by Tsuchiya Kyouko sensei of Japan. The 
B/M series and WeiB kreuz (Weiss kreuz) chara designer's 
personal HP. 

   - http://www2.wbs.ne.jp/~ever/ 
     Marimorando: Junko Shimakata's Homepage, by Kiyo of 
Japan. A Shimakata Junko fan page where I lurk. Includes 
Shimakata Junko's Web diary. (^_^) 

   - http://www.dab.hi-ho.ne.jp/mizuki/play/bm_play_c.htm 



   - http://www.people.or.jp/~halfa/0bmad/index.html 
   - http://www1.ttcn.ne.jp/~blackmatrix/ 
   - http://www7.plala.or.jp/clo/ 
   - http://www06.u-page.so-net.ne.jp/zc4/min/bm/bm.html 
   - http://www15.big.or.jp/~mios/game/bm3.html 
   - http://www51.tok2.com/home/shachi/index.html 
     Some B/M fan pages with B/M1, B/M AD, B/M Cross, and 
B/M2 hints and solutions. 

     [Ramble ON] 

   - http://selios.free.fr/ 
     Selios' Lairs, by Jean-Luc Barbera of France. 
     "Selios' Lairs is primary a fan site on different 
things I enjoy a lot, some of which are not well known 
outside Japan or by rare fans worldwide. 
     "Les Antres de Selios sont avant tout un site de fan 
sur differentes choses que j'apprecie beaucoup, dont 
certaines sont tres meconnues en dehors du Japon hormis 
de rares fans de part le monde." 

   - http://home.attbi.com/~kagamix2/xp-compatible/ 
     Windows 95/98/Me/2000 Japanese PC Games on Windows XP, 
by Kagami of USA. 
__ 

Don "Tsuru Hiromi Inochi" Chan (aho) 
http://www.gamefaqs.com/features/recognition/146.html 

*1   "Sakuretsu!" 
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